Terms and Conditions Governing the “Bao Win Ang Bao Promotion 2021”

The following terms and conditions (“Terms and Conditions”) shall apply to the Bao Win Ang Bao
Promotion 2021 (“Promotion”).
Eligibility
1. The Promotion is open to all RWS Invites members who are at least 13 years of age (“Participants”).
2. Employees of the following entities are not eligible to participate in the Promotion:
a. Resorts World at Sentosa Pte. Ltd. (“RWS”) and entities within the Genting Group; and
b. Travel agents/agencies currently engaged by RWS
3. RWS has the sole and absolute discretion to exclude any person from participating in the Promotion
(including but not limited to a person who fails to provide true, correct, complete and accurate
information) without any obligation to furnish any notice and/or reason.

Duration of the Promotion
4. The Promotion will commence from 5th January 2021 – 26th February 2021 (“Promotion Period”).
Details of the Promotion
5. During the Promotion Period, members who spend the requisite amount at any RWS Invites
Participating outlets are eligible to participate in the Promotion. Refer to the table below for the
Promotion Spending Period:
Spending Period
5th January 2021, 00:00hrs – 26th February 2021, 20:00hrs (each a “Promotion Day”)

6. The table below shows the requisite amount to be spent, and the corresponding number of Bao Win
Ang Bao Promotion Peel Cards (“Promotion Peel Card(s)”) an eligible Member will be entitled to on
each Promotion Day, while stocks last:
Total Nett Spend at RWS Invites
Participating Outlets* per
Promotional Day
S$50 - S$299.99
S$300 - S$499.99
S$500 & above

No. of Promotion Peel
Card(s)

Mastercard holders^

1
2
3

Additional
1

1

*RWS Invites Participating Outlets refers to selected RWS owned and operated outlets and
participating tenant outlets of the RWS Invites Programme. For the list of Participating Outlets,
please visit www.rwsentosa.com/rwsinvites under the “Invites$ Outlets”.
^Exclusive to Mastercard Holders:
- Redeem an additional ONE (1) Promotion Peel Card per day for any qualifying purchase
- Qualifying purchase has to be paid via Mastercard
7. Nett spend refers to spend amount excluding goods and services tax and service charge, made by cash,
NETS or Participant’s personal credit/debit card. Participants have to personally present and produce
a valid RWS Invites card at point of payment.
8. Each Member can only redeem a maximum of FOUR (4) Promotion Peel Cards in one Promotion Day
(While Stocks Last).
Redemption of Promotion Peel Card(s)
9. Below table shows the Redemption Details (“Redemption Details”) for the Promotion Peel Card(s):
Redemption Location
Redemption Period
RWS Invites Concierge
(The Forum, Level B1 Opposite ATM / Lockers)

5th January 2021, 00:00hrs –
31st March 2021, 20:00hrs

10. Participants must proceed to RWS Invites Concierge located at The Forum, Basement 1, Opposite
ATM/Lockers within the Redemption Period to redeem for their Promotion Peel Card(s). The
Participant shall have no further rights to claim their Promotion Peel Card(s) thereafter and no
correspondence will be entertained.
11. Participants have to present their valid membership card and transaction receipts in order to
exchange for the Promotion Peel Card(s).
12. Participants have to present their Mastercard receipt(s) to redeem for the additional ONE (1)
Promotion Peel Card.
13. Redemption of the Promotion Peel Card(s) are on a first-come-first-serve basis, while stocks last.
RWS will not issue any Promotion Peel Card(s) after the Promotion Peel Card(s) have been fully
redeemed.
14. All Promotion Peel Card(s), which in the sole opinion of RWS have been defaced, tampered with,
manipulated or become illegible or unreadable will be deemed as void.
15. RWS shall not be responsible for, and will not replace or re-issue any expired, lost, damaged or
stolen Promotion Peel Card(s).
16. RWS may, as its sole discretion, offer more Promotion Peel Card(s) to selected members
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17. Participants can peel off the perforated portion on each Promotion Peel Card to win any of the
prizes shown in the table below:
Bao Win Ang Bao Prizes*
OCEAN EXPERIENCE - 2D1N Ocean Suite + Ocean Restaurant Lunch Dining for 2pax
IDYLLIC RESORT EXPERIENCE - 2D1N Beach Villa + t65 Dinner for 2pax
BREATHTAKING EXPERIENCE - 2D1N EH Suite + SEAA VIP Tour for 2 pax
RWS CNY Premium Hamper + $800 Dining Voucher
PRISM+ Q55 Android TV
RWS CNY Deluxe Hamper
Huawei Watch GT 2 Pro
Tallship Rediscover Cruise for 2 pax
Invites$188
Invites$88
Invites$18
Invites$8
Invites$2
RWS CNY Ang Bao Set
RWS CNY Ang Bao (1 Packet of 8pcs)
$5 Malaysia Food Street Voucher
$28 Hard Rock Café Voucher
Tunglok Heen - 2 pcs of Braised King Prawns with Superior Soya Sauce worth $24
$15 Tallship Dining Voucher
$10 Harry's Voucher
Slappy Cakes - Pancake Batter worth $8.50
Duckland - Black Pepper or Tomato Pineapple Duck Pie worth $6
$5 Ng Ah Sio Bak Kut Teh Voucher
HeadRock VR BIG 3 Ticket (Adult) (Worth S$35)
HeadRock VR Orange 2 Ticket (Adult) (Worth S$26)
18. Participants must present valid RWS Invites Membership Card for verification upon redemption of
prizes.
19. Other terms of use may apply depending on the nature of the prize(s) won.
General Terms and Conditions
20. By participating in the Promotion, the Participant is deemed to have accepted and agreed to be bound
by these Terms and Conditions and any other instructions, terms and conditions that RWS may issue
from time to time.
21. RWS shall not be liable to any persons in the Promotion for any injuries, losses or damages in respect
of, in connection with and / or arising from the Promotion, including without limitation, any error in
computing any chances, any breakdown or malfunctions in any gaming props or equipment.
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22. Any Participants found cheating will be disqualified from the Promotion and rendered ineligible for
Prizes. RWS reserves the right to disqualify any Participants from the Promotion for fraud,
manipulation or other related issues, including providing false information (such as fake account(s),
personas or photos) or for deliberately withholding information.
23. By participating in the Promotion, all Participants agree and shall be deemed to have agreed to
participate in any publicity, advertisement or media coverage as requested or required by RWS,
without compensation. RWS reserves the right to video, photograph and / or record the Promotion
(including but not limited to the announcement of the winners and the collection of the Prizes by the
winners), and publish any Participants’ images and details for any purpose whatsoever without having
to pay any fee or compensation to such Participant.
24. RWS reserves the right to suspend, withdraw or cancel the Promotion and to amend these Terms and
Conditions at any time for whatever reason and without giving prior notice to the Participants. The
decision of RWS on all matters relating to or in connection with the Promotion is final, and no
correspondence will be entertained.
25. The Participant shall fully indemnify and hold RWS harmless from and against any loss, damage, cost,
liability, or expense (including legal fees), whether direct or indirect, which RWS incurs in respect of,
in connection with and/or arising from the Participant’s breach of these Terms and Conditions.
26. In the event of any inconsistencies or discrepancies between the Terms and Conditions and the
contents of any brochure, marketing and/or promotional materials relating to the Promotion, these
Terms and Conditions shall prevail.
27. A person who is not a party to any agreement governed by these Terms and Conditions shall have no
rights under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act (Cap. 53B) to enforce any of these Terms and
Conditions.
28. All Prizes are non-transferable, non-exchangeable and non-reimbursable and are subject to
availability. The Prizes may not be sold or used for any commercial purpose, including but not limited
to any use of which the Participant would be entitled to collect fees or receive any remuneration. RWS
will be under no obligation to replace any Prizes that are not utilised by the winners before any expiry
date as may be stipulated by RWS.
29. The Terms and Conditions of RWS Invites Programme and any Terms and Conditions relating to the
Prizes shall apply.
30. In the event of inconsistency or discrepancy between the English version and the other versions of
the Terms and Conditions, the English version shall prevail.
31. The Promotion Terms and Conditions shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with
Singapore law. The Courts of Singapore shall have exclusive jurisdiction over any disputes arising from
these Terms and Conditions, including the validity and enforceability thereof.
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